Smooth muscle cells and interstitial cells of blood vessels.
A rise in intracellular ionised calcium concentration ([Ca(2+)](i)) at sites adjacent to the contractile proteins is a primary signal for contraction in all types of muscles. Recent progress in the development of imaging techniques with special accent on the fluorescence confocal microscopy and new achievements in the synthesis of organelle- and ion-specific fluorochromes provide an experimental basis for study of the relationship between the structural organisation of the living smooth muscle myocyte and the features of calcium signalling at subcellular level. Applying fluorescent confocal microscopy and tight-seal recording of transmembrane ion currents to freshly isolated vascular myocytes we have demonstrated that: (1) Ca(2+) sparks originate from clustered opening of ryanodine receptors (RyRs) and build up a cell-wide increase in [Ca(2+)](i) upon myocyte excitation; (2) spontaneous Ca(2+) sparks occurred at the highest rate at certain preferred locations, frequent discharge sites (FDS), which are associated with a prominent portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) located close to the cell membrane; (3) Ca(2+)-dependent K(+) and Cl(-) channels sense the local changes in [Ca(2+)](i) during a calcium spark and thereby couple changes in [Ca(2+)](i) within a microdomain to changes in the membrane potential, thus affecting excitability of the cell; (4) an intercommunication between RyRs and inositol trisphosphate receptors (IP(3)Rs) is one of the important determinants of intracellular calcium dynamics that, in turn, can modulate the cell membrane potential through differential targeting of calcium dependent membrane ion channels. Furthermore, using immunohystochemical approaches in combination with confocal imaging we identified non-contractile cells closely resembling interstitial cells (ICs) of Cajal (which are considered to be pacemaker cells in the gut) in the wall of portal vein and mesenteric artery. Using electron microscopy, tight-seal recording and fluorescence confocal imaging we obtained information on the morphology of ICs and their possible coupling to smooth muscle cells (SMCs), calcium signalling in ICs and their electrophysiological properties. The functions of these cells are not yet fully understood; in portal vein they may act as pacemakers driving the spontaneous activity of the muscle; in artery they may have other a yet unsuspected functions.